Katherine Baronet’s Mixed Media/Painting Class
Poetry and short stories
Water color pencils- Black required and any other color you would like- V02305, 9.98
Oil pastels- assortment of individual colors of good quality, or a set or from Asel- 77042 6.23
Color pencils- assortment of color or set- 08495 11.88
Scissors
Small hammer
Exacto knife with a few extra blades- V04155 or V04161
Drill (if you already have one)
Wirer (old or new) thin enough to wrap an object (perhaps two sizes or thickness)
Small jar white gesso - Liquitex - 16oz. 08041
Small jar of Gel Medium (matt) - Liquitex
Assortment of Acrylic paints; DO NOT buy BASIC paints by Liquitex, only purchase Heavy Body or soft
body paints by Liquitex or Golden brands.
MUST have a black, white, cream in your assortment of paint.
Brush cleaner- 13903 5.94
Burnisher Asel
12” or 18” ruler- metal edge or straight edge - 18” V02527
Variety of long handle brushes
Be sure to have at least one of each; round, flat, one stock, bright, filbert in
a synthetic or bristle hair.
Please have one small round detail brush and one cheep 1” brush to use for glue.
Role of wax paper or sheet for mixing paint
10x12 or larger Pad of thick watercolor paper
Masking tape, two different widths from 1/2 to 2” - Suggest Ace hardware brand
Sand paper - fine or medium
Paper towels
Bucket for water or recycle plastic jar,
Old paper, magazines, wallpaper, found objects, glass, cards, collectable, old books all variety of text, etc.
Will need picture wire and eye hooks later in classes.
And something to carry all your supplies in.The Container Store has good art bins.
Small sketch book to carry around for the duration of the class.
Tracing paper
2” profile - Deep cradle Construction Wood panel or The Artist Panel 1 1/2”
Optional
Books on symbols
2-3 sizes of canvas that are museum wrapped only, not needed for first day.
Local Art Supplies available at:
Michaels alway get a coupon off their web site
Asel in many locations
2701 Cedar Springs Road
Dallas (214) 871-2425
Aaron Brothers Art & Framing
5360 W Lovers Ln # 208
Dallas (214) 904-8493
On- line supplies:jerrysartarama.com (some of the items on this list are from here, see
item number).
Utrecht.com
MisterArt.com
Dickblick.com
RexART.com

